September 7th, 2015

To whom it may concern,

I am writing an endorsement for AGT for their exemplary performance at the Camillus House Energy Retrofit project with IDEAS For Us.

In Fall 2014, IDEAS For Us was selected for grant from the Florida International University, a community-development project consisting of an LED lighting retrofit and 20.7KW rooftop solar installation project in 2015 that required a diversified contractor to handle all aspects of the project.

The multi-faceted project included an LED lighting retrofit of the centers indoor lighting, contributing to a 50% reduction in lighting. AGT worked with Citizen Energy to accomplish this effort. In addition, AGT made all aspects of the project seamless and with minimal disruptions to our campus.

We were thrilled by the performance of the AGT’s team, the speed at which the projects got done and greatly appreciated the daily communication between their team and ours.

We highly recommend AGT as a diversified solar energy contractor capable of installing multiple types of renewable energy solutions, big and small.

Thank you on behalf of everyone at IDEAS For Us,

Chris Castro, President
IDEAS For Us